Traveling to Bexbach by Train

Bexbach is located between the German towns Saarbrücken and Kaiserslautern. Hence it is also close to France (40 km) and fairly close to Luxembourg (100 km). We give you three node points (in Germany, Luxembourg, France) from which you may approach Bexbach quite easily:

**Railway Node  Mannheim / Germany**

Having arrived at Mannheim main station, please take a train with direction Saarbrücken or Paris/Saarbrücken, leading to the West. For a detailed description, see the link “Trains Leaving from Mannheim” at the Homepage. The train will pass Ludwigshafen, Neustadt/Weinstraße, Kaiserslautern. The next station after Kaiserslautern is Homburg/Saar. Please leave the train at Homburg/Saar main station. The stretch from Mannheim to Homburg will take you about one hour. Having arrived at Homburg Saar main Station, we recommend to take a taxi cab to Hotel Hochwiesmühle in Bexbach. You can find taxis in front of the main station building of Homburg Saar Main Station (Homburg Saar Hauptbahnhof). You will reach Hotel Hochwiesmühle by taxi within 20 minutes. Please be aware of the fact that you usually will have to pay an extra fee as a supplement for ICE trains resp. EC/IC trains in Germany.

**Railway Node  Luxembourg City / Luxembourg**

Having arrived at Luxembourg main station, we recommend to take a train to Trier/Germany. In about one hour, you will arrive in Trier. There, you have to commute and to enter a train with destination Saarbrücken. For a detailed description, see the link “Trains Leaving from Trier” at the Homepage. It will take the train about 60 to 90 minutes to arrive in Saarbrücken. On the way, you will enjoy the picturesque Saar valley. You will travel along the river Saar, which gives the name to the region Saarland. On this trip, you will get aquainted with the green face as well as the industrial face of the Saarland. Near Saarbrücken, you will pass along the world cultural heritage “Völklinger Hütte”. At Saarbrücken main station, you have to commute again, taking a train with direction “Mannheim/Kaiserslautern”. For a detailed description, see the link “Trains Leaving from Saarbrücken” at the Homepage. Please leave this train at Homburg/Saar main station. Having arrived at Homburg Saar main Station, we recommend to take a taxi cab to Hotel Hochwiesmühle in Bexbach. You can find taxis in front of the main station building of Homburg Saar Main Station (Homburg Saar Hauptbahnhof). You will reach Hotel Hochwiesmühle by taxi within 20 minutes. Please be aware of the fact that you usually will have to pay an extra fee as a supplement for ICE trains resp. EC/IC trains in Germany.

An alternative way from Luxembourg is via Metz/France, the train will need about one hour to arrive in Metz.

*Please turn to the next page!*
Railway Node Metz / France

In Metz you have to commute and to take a train with destination Saarbrücken/Saarbruck resp. Mannheim. The stretch from Metz to Saarbrücken will take about 60 minutes. At Saarbrücken main station, you have to commute, taking a train with direction “Mannheim/Kaiserslautern”. For a detailed description, see the link “Trains Leaving from Saarbrücken” at the Homepage. Please leave this train at Homburg/Saar main station. Having arrived at Homburg Saar main Station, we recommend to take a taxi cab to Hotel Hochwiesmühle in Bexbach. You can find taxis in front of the main station building of Homburg Saar Main Station (Homburg Saar Hauptbahnhof). You will reach Hotel Hochwiesmühle by taxi within 20 minutes. Please be aware of the fact that you usually will have to pay an extra fee as a supplement for ICE trains resp. EC/IC trains in Germany.